UA student receives fewer than 30 governor votes

BY REBEKAH JAMPOLE & BRITTANY MANSON Staff Writers

When student Carlton Rahmani decided to run for governor less than two months ago, he vowed to stick out his campaign to the end.

And although history senior garnered only 29 votes, or 0.027 percent of the total, he did get only one vote less than all of the other write-in candidates’ votes combined.

In comparison, write-in candidate L.D. Talbow received only a single vote, according to official candidates’ votes combined.

results released last Thursday.

The 28-year-old Rahmani began his campaign two to three times a week for two months, and then pay $4,000 to $6,000 for their license.

“We were very unhappy with Salmon’s views and issues,” Diaz said.

“Economists and conservatives, with education and the environment also playing key roles.

“Beer-or-a-brain tax,” which would have helped fund higher education in Arizona by taxing citizens the price of one beer per month.

Solar power was also an important part of Rahmani’s campaign, as he proposed giving low-interest loans to any homeowner who agreed to use solar power.

However, it was not enough to propel him to victory, though Rahmani did say he supported the election of Democratic candidate Janet Napolitano.

“At one point, I was hoping Mahoney was the favorite,” he said, adding that he now believes Mahoney was the favorite,” he said, adding that he now believes Napolitano to be the best choice.

In fact, Rahmani even encouraged his supporters to vote for Napolitano, although he eventually ended up voting for himself a few weeks after he personally considered ending his campaign.

“I really didn’t want Matt Salmon to win,” he said. Jerry Diaz, who estimated he spent 10 to 12 hours a week working on the Rahmani campaign, also voted for his friend, despite the fact that he supported the then-rival of Mike Napolitano over Salmon.

“More than 100 to 120 people were involved in the campaign,” Diaz said. “I like to think we helped (Napolitano) ed Napolitano over Salmon.
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